Cache Creek

In May of 2017, the Cache Creek Casino Resort announced plans to greatly expand their property to include more hotel rooms, event spaces, a new restaurant, and a second pool. To meet the hotel's safety standards, this new development needed emergency vehicle access leading up to the spa and pool area.

To accomplish this goal, contractors had specified a Grass Paver system that would maintain the lush, green aesthetic of the lawn. Although at the time contractors were planning on using a competing product, representatives from NDS reached out to project leaders and explained the advantages of using NDS EZ Roll Grass Pavers for this development.

Designed to have high compressive strength and a relatively simple installation, EZ Roll Grass Pavers are composed of interlocking hexagonal cells that protect grass roots and prevent soil compaction. EZ Roll is sold in pre-assembled rolls that are compact and flexible – making them an ideal application along curved paths and sidewalks.

This design flexibility and ease-of-use was ultimately what swayed the contractors in favor of the NDS product. 12 Rolls of grass pavers were installed on-site, surpassing a total of 7000 sq. ft. of NDS EZ Roll. Now Cache Creek has a reliable path for emergency vehicles to reach the spa that doesn’t break up the aesthetic of lawn.